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Opportunità di collaborazione dalla rete Enterprise Europe Network 

 
Gennaio 2023 

 
 
 

 
Ricerche Partner per Bandi Europei 

 
 

 

FONTE: ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK 
 
 
 

1) Title  
Waste valorization Spanish company is searching for a partner (to apply for a Horizon 
Europe call) as the end user of advanced biofuels and aromatic compounds produced in 
biomass industrial processes, in order to cover the entire value chain. 

POD 
Reference  

RDRES20221205026 

Summary  

Waste valorization Spanish company is searching for a partner (to apply for a Horizon Europe 
call) as the end user of advanced biofuels produced in biomass industrial processes, in order to 
cover the entire value chain. The partner will be preferably an industry, and will be involved in 
the characterization and validation of the fuel produced from a biomass pyrolysis process. A 
potential partner could also be a research institution or industry. 

Deadline 
for EOI 27/02/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 

31/03/2023 

 

2) Title  
Spanish Industrial company manufacturer of thermoplastic components for the 
automotive sector is looking for partners to participate in a Horizon Europe R&D 
project as a bio-polymer compounder or as an end user case. 

POD 
Reference  RDRES20221013015 

Summary  

A Basque (Spanish) large industrial Company specialised in thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) and 
thermoplastic (TP) compounding for automotive components is looking for partners to build up a 
consortium to participate in a Horizon Europe R&D project for the call HORIZON-CL4-2023-TWIN-
TRANSITION-01-42 and also HORIZON-CL6-2023-ZEROPOLLUTION either as a bio-polymer 
compounder (TPEs or TPs with ingredients non coming from fossil sources) and/or as an end user 
case of bio-polymeric research. 

Deadline 
for EOI 28/11/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 

30/12/2023 
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3) Title  
A Finnish biotech company is looking for partners for Fungal Fermentation & Live 
Culture Formulation funding projects, including Eurostars and Horizon Europe 

POD 
Reference  RDRFI20221128030 

Summary  

A Finnish company is specializing in fungal-based biotechnology. The project area aims to scale-
up innovative, optimized and validated formulation methods of live fungal inoculants. Ideal 
potential partner(s) should be experts in live microbial culture formulations and capable of 
analytics in formulation viability and stability. Technological R&D partnership is sought after, for 
funding calls such as Eurostars, Horizon Europe and equivalents. 

Deadline 
for EOI 

22/03/2023 

Deadline of 
the Call 

12/04/2023 

 
 
Per maggiori informazioni sui profili di ricerca partner e sui servizi di supporto per la partecipazione a bandi 
europei, nazionali e regionali: 
simpler2@finlombarda.it 
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Ricerche di Partner Tecnologici e Commerciali 

 
 

Presentiamo di seguito alcune opportunità di collaborazione internazionale pubblicate nella banca dati di 
Enterprise Europe Network. 
 

Richieste e offerte di tecnologie 
 

1) Title UK biotech company seeks partner to provide a Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) foam for 
a medical device. 

POD 
Reference 

TRGB20221219007 

Summary UK (Wales)-based biotech and healthcare company is developing a medical device for wound care 
and is looking for a company with an established Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) foam to provide 
material to be used in the device presently in development under a commercial agreement with 
technical assistance. 

 

2) Title German start-up seeks temporary access to bio-reactors to scale aerobic oil yeast 
fermentation 

POD 
Reference 

TRDE20221216019 

Summary To scale the production process of innovative carbon-light oils in intermediary steps, a start-up 
from Northern Germany seeks contacts to biotech scale up partners with free capacities in bio-
reactors (1.000 L, 10.000 L, 100.000 L). Envisaged are commercial agreements with technical 
assistance. 

 

3) Title Dutch provider of vacation parks is looking for new, hygienic and easy solutions for 
holiday guests to separate and dispose organic waste 

POD 
Reference 

TRNL20221213010 

Summary The Dutch company is the largest provider of vacation parks in the Netherlands and Europe's 
number two and aims for 50% less residual waste by 2030. Currently organic waste is not yet 
collected separately in the holiday homes, this includes the absence of organic waste containers in 
the parks. The company is looking for collaboration with organic waste (collection) experts that 
can offer new, easy and hygienic solutions for holiday guests to separate and dispose organic 
waste. 

 

4) Title Dutch jewellery brand is looking for circular and local solution for post-consumer 
stainless-steel jewellery 

POD 
Reference 

TRNL20221212007 

Summary The Dutch brand that designs and sells over 100.000 premium, stainless-steel jewellery items per 
year is looking sustainable option for recycling jewellery. Altough the company would like to turn 
old jewellery into new, the fact is the molten material needs to pass European quality standards to 
be re-used/recycled. To reduce the environmental impact the SME is currently looking for a long-
term local (European) partner for the development of sustainable solutions. 

 

5) Title German operator of an intermodal inland port terminal seeks holistic solutions to 
improve coordination, service and quality as well as cost efficiency 

POD 
Reference TRDE20221117020 

Summary A German logistics company operating an intermodal terminal based at the Port of Duisburg is 
looking for start-ups and SMEs that approach the problem of congestion at inland ports. Envisaged 
cooperation is a technical cooperation agreement. Role of the cooperation partner would be to 
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develop or customize the solution in cooperation with the German company and implement it on-
site. 

 

6) Title Global accelerator program in the field of energy is looking for start-ups and scale-ups 
with new technologies 

POD 
Reference 

TRFI20221123017 

Summary A Finnish technology center with international energy tech partners is looking for new 
technologies from start-ups and growth companies to apply for an accelerator business program 
in the energy sector. All startup companies and growth companies with early-stage or scale-up 
phase technology in the energy sector are welcome to apply, as well as startup enterprises in 
fields linked to the energy sector. Potential cooperation types might be financial and license 
agreement and technical cooperation. 

 

7) Title A German SME is offering its expertise in Batteries and Motors for e-Mobility projects 

POD 
Reference 

TODE20230109005 

Summary A German SME has developed specialzed know-how in the area of e-Mobility, specifically in the 
fields of battery cells, battery systems, and motors. Commercial companies, universities, research 
institutes, and other cooperation partners are sought throughout Europe, either for the 
development of new battery/e-mobility technologies or the industrialisation and upscaling of 
existing products. 

 

8) Title Nanoimprint lithography on full wafers that saves process steps by directly producing a 
hard etch mask or functional optical layer 

POD 
Reference TONL20230106010 

Summary A Dutch spin-off SME is specialized in nanoimprint lithography. Most important advantage is the 
ability to make very high resolution nano and micro structures on large wafers of up to 300 
millimetres at easy scalable volume and low costs through a reduction of process steps. The SME 
is interested in commercial agreements with technical assistance to companies interested in 
developing and producing both low and high volume wafer based nanostructured products. 

 

9) Title Nanoimprint lithography on full wafers that saves process steps by directly producing a 
hard etch mask or functional optical layer 

POD 
Reference 

TONL20230106009 

Summary A Dutch spin-off SME is specialized in nanoimprint lithography. Most important advantage is the 
ability to make very high resolution nano and micro structures on large wafers of up to 300 
millimetres at easy scalable volume and low costs through a reduction of process steps. The SME 
is interested in commercial agreements with technical assistance to companies interested in 
developing and producing both low and high volume wafer based nanostructured products. 

 

10) Title A UK developer of a packaging sterilisation method is seeking a packaging 
manufacturer to build and distribute a unique aseptic packaging machine utilising pre-
developed designs and supported by new technology IP. 

POD 
Reference TOGB20230106007 

Summary This UK based company specialises in new and unique packaging systems primarily in the 
aseptic/sterile market. The company will provide proven designs for aseptic packaging machines 
and the support required to incorporate the patented sterilisation systems under licence. The 
manufacturer will be required to build, sell under their own brand name and take ownership of the 
equipment. 

 

11) Title French start-up owning an automatic photovoltaic (PV) solar system data analytics 
software core is looking for partners to integrate its technology into a wider end2end 
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solution and/or join consortium for Horizon Europe projects. 

POD 
Reference 

TOFR20230102004 

Summary Spin-off of French INES (Institute for Solar Energy), the startup develops and offers performance 
services for solar systems. It owns a “data analytics” software core enabling remote inspections of 
any solar systems to assess the performance, identify and quantify losses thanks to a generic 
high-fidelity digital twin model. The startup is looking for partners to integrate its technology into 
a wider end2end solution and/or join a consortium for Horizon Europe projects. 

 

12) Title The technology of manufacturing nanostructured metal-dielectric substrates 
(templates) that can be used in the production of integrated microcircuits 

POD 
Reference TOUA20221228016 

Summary A University (Ukraine) offers technology for creating planar nanostructured templates that help 
form structures with a given type of arrangement of elements and can be used in nanoelectronics, 
optoelectronics, and alternative energy sources. Environmentally friendly technology allows the 
creation of templates with characteristics adapted to needs. Looking for investors and partners to 
jointly research the template characteristics and organize their production. 
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Richieste e offerte di collaborazioni commerciali 

 

1) Title Dutch SME is looking for a European producer of cool boxes 

POD 
Reference 

BRNL20221213007 

Summary This company from the Netherlands is a webshop, specialized in all kind of cool bags and boxes. 
The company is seeking producers of cool boxes, non-electrical and electric cool boxes. A 
manufacturing agreement is offered. 

 

2) Title French manufacturer of indoor shoes is looking for terrycloth suppliers 

POD 
Reference 

BRFR20230105019 

Summary French company specialised in the manufacture of indoor shoes searches terrycloth providers 
under supplier agreement 

 

3) Title Polish distributor and manufacturer of dietary supplements and products for the 
medical industry is looking for new products and cooperation opportunities. 

POD 
Reference 

BRPL20230102005 

Summary Polish distributor and manufacturer of dietary supplements and products for the medical industry 
is looking for new products and cooperation opportunities. The company is looking for a partner 
willing to develop under its brand as well as a partner that wants to enter the Polish 
pharmaceutical market. 

 

4) Title Searching supplier for plastic injection moulding parts of control unit in the automotive 
sector 

POD 
Reference 

BRDE20221219020 

Summary A German manufacturer of complex electronic and mechatronic components is looking for a 
supplier of plastic injection moulding parts in the EU countries. The required parts will form the 
housing of a newly developed control unit for the automotive sector. The desired supplier should 
be experienced in manufacturing for the automotive industry and have a high-quality standard. 

 

5) Title Innovative Danish tech company active within parcel processing automation is looking 
for a product design partner 

POD 
Reference 

BRDK20221215023 

Summary A fast growth SME based in Denmark is seeking to partner with a product design company to re-
engineer their existing parcel transfer solution. The final product includes precision metal 
fabrication and finishing, non-metal parts, custom roller fabrication, belts, drive motors and 
servo-drives. 

 

6) Title A German manufacturer of playground and outdoor fitness equipment is looking for 
distribution partners throughout Europe, especially in Italy, Austria, Great Britain and 
Sweden 

POD 
Reference BODE20230111003 

Summary A German SME is specialised in the development, planning, manufacturing and distribution of 
playground and fitness equipment for public spaces. It mainly uses natural materials (wood) and 
polyethylene. The company has developed a scientific fitness and movement concept for all ages. 
Tailor-made solutions for playgrounds and fitness parcs can be offered. Partners are sought for 
distribution services agreements. 

 

7) Title Polish producer of leather accessories seeks distributors or manufacturing agreements 

POD BOPL20220511011 
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Reference 

Summary A Polish producer of leather accessories is interested in either distribution services agreement to 
identify potential sales channels in new markets, or alternatively, in producing OEM or white label 
products on behalf of other companies under manufacturing agreement. The company has in its 
assortment handbags, belts, duffle bags, backpacks, pouch bags, messenger bags and travel 
bags. 

 

8) Title Israeli developer and manufacturer of food supplements is looking for distributors 

POD 
Reference BOIL20230105018 

Summary This Israeli SME specializes in technological development and production of food supplements, 
vitamins and minerals under high quality international standards. The company has developed 
vegetable soft gel capsules enabling the entrapment of liquid or semi liquid substances. It has 
also developed an innovative multivitamin chewing gum that contains high dosages of active 
ingredients. The company is looking for distributors under a distribution services agreement. 

 
 

Chi fosse interessato a richiedere: 
- maggiori informazioni sui profili tecnologici e commerciali in evidenza in questo numero 
- la segnalazione di ulteriori profili sulla base di specifiche esigenze 
- l’inserimento di propri profili tecnologici e/o commerciali 
può contattare:  simpler2@finlombarda.it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENTERPRISE EUROPE NETWORK 
 
 

 

Finlombarda, società di Regione Lombardia, è coordinatore del consorzio SIMPLER, nodo di accesso per la Lombardia e 
l'Emilia Romagna alla rete europea Enterprise Europe Network, costituita nel 2008 dalla Commissione Europea per 
supportare l'innovazione e la competitività delle PMI.  
Nell'ambito della rete Enterprise Europe Network, Finlombarda offre servizi gratuiti di informazione ed assistenza per: 
-  individuare partner tecnologici e commerciali internazionali. 
- partecipare a bandi comunitari di ricerca ed innovazione. 
- accedere a nuovi mercati 
- ricevere informazioni sulla legislazione e le opportunità dell’Unione europea 
 
SIMPLER è cofinanziato dalla Commissione Europea e da Regione Lombardia. 
 

Per informazioni:   Guido Dominoni      guido.dominoni@finlombarda.it    
 

http://een.ec.europa.eu 
 

http://www.eensimpler.it/ 

 

 

 

 


